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Abstract—This paper explores the effectiveness of prompt 
programming in the fine-tuning process of a Hungarian lan- 
guage model. The study builds on the prior success of prompt 
engineering in natural language processing tasks and employs 
the prompting method to enhance the fine-tuning performance 
of a huBERT model on several benchmark datasets of HuLU. 
The experimentation involves testing 45 prompt combina-
tions for the HuCoPA dataset and 15 prompt variations for the 
HuRTE and HuWNLI datasets. The findings reveal that the ad-
dition of an instructional text consistently produces the best re-
sults across all winning cases, and that the [CLS] token produces 
the best results in the separator token experiments. The most 
significant enhancement was observed in the HuWNLI dataset, 
with an increase in accuracy from 65% to 85%. These results 
demon- strate that the addition of instruct text is crucial and 
sufficient in enabling the language model to effectively interpret 
and solve the Winograd Schemata problem. These results show-
case the potential of prompt programming in enhancing the per-
formance of language models in fine-tuning tasks, and highlight 
the importance of incorporating task-specific instructions to im-
prove model interpretability and accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PROMPTING is a technique used to guide language
models in generating specific types of language. With

prompting, a user provides a starting point or “prompt” for the
language model, and the model generates text that continues
from that point. Prompting can be used to control the topic,
style, tone, and other aspects of the generated text.

There are several types of prompting techniques that have
been studied in the context of language models. One common
technique is prefix-based prompting, where the user provides a
few words or a sentence as the starting point for the generated
text. Another technique is conditional prompting, where the
user specifies a condition or constraint that the generated text
must satisfy, such as a certain topic or sentiment. Additionally,
prompting can be done through natural language prompts,
multiple-choice prompts, or other forms of input.

Prompting can be a powerful tool for controlling the output
of language models and making them more useful for specific
applications. However, there are also challenges associated
with prompting. One challenge is designing effective prompts
that achieve the desired result. Another challenge is under-
standing how the language model is interpreting the prompt
and generating the resulting text.
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There is a growing body of research on prompting in the
context of language models [1]. Some studies have focused on
improving the effectiveness of prompting [2], [3], while others
have explored the ethical implications of using prompts to
control the output of language models [4]. Overall, prompting
is an important area of research in the field of natural language
processing, and it has the potential to shape the future of
human-computer interaction and content generation.

Drawing inspiration from the success of prompt engineer-
ing, the present study adapted this approach to enhance the
fine-tuning performance of a Hungarian language model and
associated benchmarks, employing the prompting method. By
doing so, our experimentation aimed to build on the prior
success of this method in natural language processing tasks.

The currently most performant language model for the
Hungarian language is huBERT [5]. Despite being a smaller
model, huBERT outperforms HILBERT [6] in available tests,
likely due to being trained on more data. Yang et al. [7]
have recently introduced three large models trained on large
amount of Hungarian data (PULI GPT-3SX, PULI GPT-2,
PULI BERT-Large) and evaluated all the above mentioned
models on the datasets of HuLU, the Hungarian Language
Understanding Benchmark Kit [8], [9].

HuLU was created on the basis of the GLUE [10] and
SuperGLUE [11] benchmark databases. The main purpose
of HuLU is to enable a standardized evaluation of neural
language models in a simple way while also enabling multi-
perspective analysis. It also compares the performance of var-
ious language models on various tasks. The HuLU comprises
7 corpora containing annotation for various standard language
comprehension tasks. As usual, these corpora are divided into
training, validation and test sets. The subcorpora of HuLU
are either translated datasets (Hungarian Choice of Plausible
Alternatives Corpus – translated from CoPA [12] –, Hungarian
Recognizing Textual Entailment dataset – translated from the
RTE1, RTE2, RTE3 and RTE5 datasets [13], [14], [15], [16]
–, Hungarian version of the Stanford Sentiment Treebank –
sentences translated from the SST5 dataset [17] –, Anaphora
resolution datasets for Hungarian as an inference task [18]
– the examples translated from the Winograd schemata and
the WNLI dataset [19], [10]) or datasets created from scratch
the design of which follows some English datasets (Hungarian
CommitmentBank Corpus – designed based on Commitment-
Bank [20] –, Hungarian Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability
– designed based on COLA [21] –, Hungarian Corpus for
Reading Comprehension with Commonsense Reasoning [22]
– designed based on ReCoRD [23]).

The primary objective of our research is to harness the
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power of prompt programming to refine the performance of a
Hungarian language model, a step forward that has not been
fully explored yet. We chose this area given the promise that
prompt engineering holds in enhancing the interpretability and
accuracy of language models, especially when dealing with
complex language problems. We consider this research vital
as it stands to bridge a significant gap in language modeling,
potentially setting a new standard for fine-tuning processes in
language model development across multiple languages, thus
paving the way for better language processing applications.

The structure of our paper is as follows: Section I provides
a brief background, discusses previous solutions, and outlines
the structure of this paper. In Section II, we present the data
and methods used. In Section III, a detailed description of
our prompt experiments is provided. Section IV contains the
results and evaluations, and Section V presents a concise
conclusion.

II. DATA AND METHODS

A. Datasets

In our experiment, we conducted fine-tuning of a huBERT
model on several benchmark datasets of HuLU. Our research
encompassed experimentation on the HuCoPA, HuRTE, and
HuWNLI datasets. The HuCoPA dataset [24] comprises 1,000
instances, each consisting of a premise and two alternatives.
The task involves selecting the alternative that describes a
situation that stands in a causal relation to the situation
described by the premise (example (1)). The train, validation
and test sets contain 400, 100 and 500 instances, respectively,
following the splits of the original English dataset (as in the
GLUE benchmark).

HuRTE [25] is the Hungarian version of the Recognizing
Textual Entailment dataset of GLUE, comprising 4,504 in-
stances. Each instance contains a sometimes multi-sentence
premise and a one-sentence hypothesis, and the task is to
determine whether the former entails the latter or not. The
task is a binary classification problem (see example (2)). The
train, validation and test sets contain 2 131, 242 and 2 131
instances, respectively.

The HuWNLI dataset [26] comprises the collection of the
Hungarian Winograd Schemata [27], extended with the set of
sentence pairs of the test set of the WNLI dataset of GLUE,
and transformed into a natural language inference task. The
NLI format was created by replacing the ambiguous pronoun
with each possible referent (see example (3)). The data is
distributed among three splits: training set (562), validation
set (59) and test set (134).

(1) premise: A testem árnyékot vetett a fűre. ’My body cast
a shadow over the grass.’
choice 1: Felkelt a nap. ’The sun was rising.’
choice 2: A füvet lenyı́rták. ’The grass was cut.’
question: cause
label: 1 (the number of the more plausible choice)

(2) premise: Még nem találtak tömegpusztı́tó fegyvereket
Irakban. ’No weapons of mass destruction have yet been
found in Iraq.’
hypothesis: Tömegpusztı́tó fegyvereket találtak Irakban.
’Weapons of mass destruction have been found in Iraq.’
label: 0 (1, if the premise entails the hypothesis, 0
otherwise.)

(3) sentence 1: A férfi nem tudta felemelni a fiát, mert olyan
nehéz volt. ’The man couldn’t lift his son because he was
so heavy.’,
sentence 2: A fia nehéz volt. ’His son was heavy.’,
label: 1 (1, if sentence 1 entails sentence 2, 0 otherwise.)

B. Fine-tuning process

In our fine-tuning process, we employed identical hyperpa-
rameter settings across all cases, and fine-tuned all models
for a period of 20 epochs. Our comparison was based on
selecting the highest result scores. For the experiments, we
used 2 NVIDIA A100 GPUs. The modified hyperparameters
are as follows:

• HuCoPA: sequence length: 128; batch size: 8 per GPU;
learning rate: 2e-5;

• HuRTE: sequence length: 512; batch size: 32 per GPU;
learning rate: 2e-5;

• HuWNLI: sequence length: 256; batch size: 6 per GPU;
learning rate: 8e-6.

For fine-tuning our language model, we used the scripts
provided by Hugging Face [28]. In the case of HuCoPA, we
treated the task as a multiple choice task, while for HuRTE and
HuWNLI, we employed the text classification script to train
our models. Initially, we used a learning rate value of 2e-5
for all cases. However, further experimentation with HuWNLI
revealed that 8e-6 yielded the best results and thus became the
preferred choice.

In our experiments, we fine-tuned our models on the training
set. Subsequently, we conducted experiments on the validation
set and selected the checkpoint that yielded the highest results.
Finally, we evaluated this selected checkpoint on the test sets.

III. PROMPT EXPERIMENTS

In our current research, we have explored various possible
prompt templates, ranging from not using prompts at all, to
adding only a separator token between the sentences, and even
to utilizing complex prompt templates with multiple sentence-
long instructions. In the case of using prompts, we explored
several versions of the separator token or text. When using text
as a separator, there were instances where it was necessary to
modify the syntax of the input sentence, such as converting
the original sentence to lowercase. We even experimented with
multiple instruction texts, which contain a detailed description
of the current task to be solved. All the instructions were in
Hungarian. Some examples of the different types of prompts
used with the HuCoPA dataset is provided below for your
reference:
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• Original text from HuCoPA:
– premise: A sofőr felkapcsolta az autó fényszóróit.

’The driver turned on the car’s headlights.’
– choice 1: Mennydörgést hallott. ’He/she heard a

thunderclap.’
– question: cause

• Input using a separator token: A sofőr felkapcsolta az autó
fényszóróit. [SEP] Mennydörgést hallott. – ’The driver
turned on the car’s headlights. [SEP] He/she heard a
thunderclap.’

• Input using text as separator: A sofőr felkapcsolta az autó
fényszóróit. Mert mennydörgést hallott. – ’The driver
turned on the car’s headlights. Because he/she heard a
thunderclap.’

• Input using an instruct text: Döntsd el, hogy következik-e
az első mondat a második mondatból. Első mondat: A
sofőr felkapcsolta az autó fényszóróit. Második mondat:
Mennydörgést hallott. – ’Decide whether the first sen-
tence is entailed by the second one. First sentence: The
driver turned on the car’s headlights. Second sentence:
He/she heard a thunderclap.’

In the samples above, the text/token that is added to the
original input text is bolded. Using this additional information
or these instructions, we can assist the language models in
their fine-tuning training. In some cases, when using text as a
separator (as you can see above), we had to modify the syntax
of the input sentence.

We conducted experiments in all cases using the following
category of prompts:

• [empty]: The examined texts were concatenated without
using any separator token.

• Separator token: Either/both the [CLS] or [SEP ] token
was inserted as a separator between the two examined
texts.

• Conjunction phrase: Hungarian conjunction word/phrase
was employed as a separator token text (details can be
found in Table I).

• Question sentence: A question sentence was used as a
separator token text (see Table I).

• Instruct text: Instruct text was added to the beginning of
the input text (see Table II). The question sentence can
be an instruct text as well.

• Mix: Different prompt types were mixed, by combining
the use of a separator token with the instruct text, as an
example.

In Table I and Table II we provide a comprehensive list of
the various prompt texts we experimented with. Specifically,
for the HuCoPA dataset, we tested 45 different prompt com-
binations, whereas for the HuRTE and HuWNLI datasets, we
tested 15 prompt variations.

IV. RESULTS

In the results section, we have chosen to present only
the best scores obtained from each prompt category to en-
hance the readability of our findings. This decision was
made in consideration of the 75 experiment subscores that
were obtained, which could otherwise result in excessive

TABLE I
CONJUNCTION PHRASE AND QUESTION SENTENCE AS PROMPTS

IN THE CASE OF THE DIFFERENT DATASETS

Conjunction phrase Question sentence

HuCoPA
mert/ezért
Mert/Ezért
’because/because of this’

Oka?/Hatása?
’Cause of this?/Result of this?’
Mi az oka?/Mi a hatása?
’What is the cause of this?/
What is the result of this?’
Ez a következtetés helyes?
’Is this conclusion correct?’

HuRTE

Tehát ’Therefore’
Ezért ’Because of this’
Ebből következik, hogy
’This implies that’

Ez a következtetés helyes?
’Is this conclusion correct?’

HuWNLI

Tehát ’Therefore’
Ezért ’Because of this’
Ebből következik, hogy
’This implies that’

Ez a következtetés helyes?
’Is this conclusion correct?’

data presentation that may obscure the key insights. Figure 1
displays the highest results attained for each category on the
test sets. Our experimentation showed that in all corpora,
the highest results were achieved through the combination of
prompts. Notably, we achieved state-of-the-art results in all
three examined benchmarks. To further validate the effective-
ness of our prompting method, we submitted our results to
the HuLU benchmark competition [29], where our approach
outperformed the dedicated three benchmarks, as shown in
Table III. The three mixed prompt winners are listed below,
the original input texts are marked ({ ... }) as variables:

• HuCoPA: Ez a következtetés helyes? ’Is this conclu-
sion correct?’ { ... (premise text) } Mert/Ezért ’Be-
cause/Because of this’ { ... (choice sentence text) }
(To make the sentence grammatically correct, the choice
sentence is lowercased.)

• HuRTE: A következő példákban egy premissza és egy
hipotézis található. A premissza több mondatból is állhat.
A feladat az, hogy el kell dönteni, a hipotézis következik-
e a premisszából: azaz ha a premissza igaz, akkor a
hipotézis is igaz. ’The following examples consist of a
premise and a hypothesis. The premise may consist of
multiple sentences. The task is to determine whether
the hypothesis is entailed by the premise: that is, if
the premise is true, then the hypothesis is also true.’
[CLS] premissza: ’premise’ { ... (premise text) } [CLS]
hipotézis: ’hypothesis’ { ... (hypothesis text) }

• HuWNLI: Az alábbi példákban két mondat látható. El
kell dönteni, hogy a második mondat következik-e az
első mondatból. ’The following examples consist of two
sentences. The task is to determine whether the second
sentence is entailed by the first.’ [CLS] első mondat: ’first
sentence:’ { ... (sentence1 text) } [CLS] második mondat:
’second sentence:’ { ... (sentence2 text) }

As evident from the winning prompts, the addition of an
instructional text was consistently observed across all win-
ning cases. This observation aligns with our expectations, as
instructional texts typically provide a detailed description of
the task at hand, thereby aiding the language models in their
training.
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TABLE II
INSTRUCT TEXTS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

Instruct text

HuCoPA

1.) Az alábbi példákban van egy mondat, egy kérdés (Ok vagy Hatás), és két lehetséges alternatı́va. A feladat az, hogy a két lehetséges
alternatı́va közül ki kell választani azt, amelyik valószı́nűbb válasz a kérdésre.
Mondat: ... Kérdés: ... 1. alternatı́va: ... 2. alternatı́va: ...
’The following examples consist of a sentence, a question (Cause or Effect), and two possible alternatives. The task is to select the alternative
that is more likely to be the answer to the question.
Sentence: ... Question ... 1st alternative: ... 2nd alternative: ...’

2.) Az alábbi példákban van egy mondat, és két lehetséges folytatás. A feladat az, hogy a két lehetséges folytatás közül ki kell választani
azt, amelyik valószı́nűbb folytatása a mondatnak.
Mondat: ... 1. folytatás: ... 2. folytatás: ...
’In the following examples, there is a sentence and two possible continuations. The task is to select the alternative that is more likely to be
the continuation of the sentence.
Sentence: ... 1st continuation: ... 2nd continuation: ...’

HuRTE

A következő példákban egy premissza és egy hipotézis található. A premissza több mondatból is állhat. A feladat az, hogy el kell dönteni,
a hipotézis következik-e a premisszából: azaz ha a premissza igaz, akkor a hipotézis is igaz.
Premissza: ... Hipotézis: ...
’The following examples consist of a premise and a hypothesis. The premise may consist of multiple sentences. The task is to determine
whether the hypothesis is entailed by the premise: that is, if the premise is true, then the hypothesis is also true.
Premise: ... Hypothesis: ....’

HuWNLI

Az alábbi példákban két mondat látható. El kell dönteni, hogy a második mondat következik-e az elsőből: azaz ha az első mondat igaz,
akkor ebből következik, hogy a második mondat is igaz.
Első mondat: ... Második mondat: ...
’The following examples consist of two sentences. The task is to determine whether the second sentence is entailed by the first: that is, if
the first sentence is true, then it follows that the second sentence is also true.
First sentence: ... Second sentence: ...’

In the separator token experiments, our findings indicate that
in all cases, the [CLS] token produced the best results.

The greatest enhancement was attained on the HuWNLI
dataset: the results increased from the preceding 65% accuracy
to 85%, thereby yielding a markedly superior outcome com-
pared to the previous attempts (see Table III for the comparison
of the results on the HuLU datasets). The results indicate
that the addition of an instruct text (i.e., the description of
the given task) was crucial and sufficient in enabling the
language model to effectively interpret and solve the Winograd
Schemata problem.

TABLE III
HULU COMPETITION

HuCoPA HuWNLI HuRTE
(MCC / acc) (acc) (MCC / acc)

huBERT 56.1 / 78.0 64.93 48.7 / 74.1
PULI BERT-Large 41.4 / 76.6 65.67 51.7 / 75.9
huBERT - Prompt 56.4 / 78.2 85.80 53.4 / 76.5

In Table IV, a snippet of our HuCoPA experiment is
presented. The rows represent different prompt sets, while the
columns represent epoch numbers (only the first 10 epochs
are shown). Upon examining the values in the first epoch, it
is evident that the model learned the task at varying speeds
depending on the prompt set. The 24th prompt set achieved
a precision value of 74.44 in the first epoch, whereas the
17th prompt set only reached 56.99. By the tenth epoch,
all models obtained acceptable results; however, there still
remains a difference of 7.3 between the highest and lowest
values (77.77 – 85.00). An interesting observation is that the
23rd prompt set achieved the highest value in epoch 7.

Due to the nature of our experiments being focused on fine-
tuning tasks, we were unable to directly compare our results

with large language models and their applications, such as
ChatGPT [30].

A. Discussion of the results on the HuWNLI dataset

As highlighted earlier, considerable progress is evident on
the HuWNLI dataset. An accuracy of 65% had previously been
recorded as the highest, achieved by a BERT-Large model
fine-tuned, however, our mixed setting experiment (utilizing
an instruct text and the [CLS] token) yielded a fine-tuned
model with an accuracy score of 85%.

Aside from being an allusion to Turing’s imitation game
[31], the term ”Turing Test” is broadly applied to any
test devised to gauge a computer’s ”intelligence”. Winograd
schemata are frequently dubbed the new ”Turing Test”. They
consist of sentence pairs as closely related in content as
possible (with a difference of one word or phrase), having
identical target pronouns that refer back to different precursors
(example 4).

(4) The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit
because they [feared/advocated] violence.
Who [feared/advocated] violence?
a. The city councilmen
b. The demonstrators

Levesque and colleagues [19] suggested a set of Winograd
schemata as a fresh AI testing method, inspired by the Turing
Test. A Winograd schema must fulfill three conditions to be
included in the challenge:

1) it should be easily discernible by a human reader
2) it should not be decipherable by selectional restrictions
3) it should not be searchable on Google
The strength of this new challenge lies in its simplicity:

the schemata answer is a binary decision. Furthermore, it’s
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Fig. 1. Performance of the model on three datasets fine-tuned with different prompting strategies

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTS ON THE HUCOPA VALIDATION SET

id 1 epoch 2 epoch 3 epoch 4 epoch 5 epoch 6 epoch 7 epoch 8 epoch 9 epoch 10 epoch
1 66.55 72.00 79.66 81.77 80.44 80.11 80.33 79.88 80.22 80.22
2 65.55 75.88 81.77 83.77 83.33 82.55 82.99 81.66 81.44 81.66
3 69.99 76.55 81.66 81.99 83.88 82.11 83.66 83.33 82.44 82.77
4 65.44 76.33 82.77 84.55 83.44 84.11 83.66 81.77 81.55 82.11
5 69.11 76.99 82.99 81.77 83.99 82.11 83.55 82.22 82.55 82.55
6 63.88 72.11 78.55 78.66 80.00 78.66 78.66 79.33 79.11 79.22
7 70.44 73.11 80.55 82.88 82.44 80.55 81.33 81.33 81.77 81.33
8 65.22 75.00 79.55 80.44 81.77 79.33 80.88 81.00 80.66 80.77
9 65.77 74.88 80.33 81.99 81.77 81.44 81.00 80.55 80.77 80.77
10 65.88 74.22 81.11 82.88 81.66 81.33 81.88 81.00 81.22 80.66
11 63.33 71.22 77.11 79.77 80.11 80.33 79.55 80.22 80.11 80.11
12 65.33 73.22 76.22 80.33 80.33 78.77 79.00 79.22 79.33 79.22
13 67.44 75.88 80.55 81.33 82.44 82.77 81.77 81.55 81.77 81.99
14 66.66 76.99 78.55 80.66 81.66 81.44 81.55 80.77 80.00 80.33
15 68.66 77.88 81.55 82.99 80.77 82.11 83.33 82.99 81.33 81.77
16 63.44 73.66 79.00 80.66 82.66 81.55 81.99 81.99 80.88 81.00
17 56.99 69.22 70.55 75.55 75.77 77.88 76.99 77.77 77.44 77.77
18 62.33 66.44 72.55 78.11 78.77 79.00 78.11 77.22 77.88 78.00
19 64.77 73.11 76.11 80.55 81.33 79.88 80.33 80.88 80.77 80.44
20 64.11 70.55 79.11 78.55 79.88 81.11 81.00 81.33 79.88 79.77
21 68.11 76.88 80.55 81.77 82.22 81.00 82.66 82.11 81.66 81.99
22 69.11 76.99 84.88 84.88 82.44 82.77 83.44 82.66 83.22 83.33
23 67.77 77.11 83.33 82.99 84.88 84.44 85.11 84.88 84.66 85.00
24 74.44 79.88 84.88 83.33 83.77 84.66 83.77 83.99 84.77 84.78

illuminative: any layperson can deduce that a program that
fails to find the right answer lacks sufficient ”intelligence”,
i.e., it falls short of human understanding. Lastly, the schemata
are demanding: anaphora resolution, while easy for a human,
continues to challenge cutting-edge algorithms. This can be
attributed to the fact that only world knowledge and reasoning
can aid in addressing these issues.

The GLUE and SuperGLUE benchmarks include the WNLI
dataset, which features Winograd schemata as sentence pair
classification. Here, authors form sentence pairs by substitut-
ing the ambiguous pronoun with each possible referent. The

task involves predicting whether the sentence, with the pro-
noun replaced, is implied by the original sentence. In addition,
a compact evaluation set composed of new examples taken
from fiction books is used alongside the publicly accessible
Winograd schemata. This dataset has been shown to be one
of GLUE’s most challenging, with ELECTRA first breaking
the 90% accuracy barrier in 2019 [32].

Regardless of the impressive accuracy rates that neural
models can now achieve on this dataset, commonsense reason-
ing remains a significant hurdle in AI (for a comprehensive
analysis, refer to [33]). Our experiment supports these findings
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as it emphasizes the significance of the environment where
models are fine-tuned and evaluated. This is one of the major
criticisms of the Winograd schemata (and other datasets used
for evaluating language model performance) highlighted in
[33].

As can be seen in Figure 1, we could only approximate the
90% accuracy with the mix setting, all other prompt structures
resulted in an accuracy around 65%. The cause of this may lie
in the instruction text itself: we narrow the task with this text,
aiding the model to focus on the entailment. The [CLS] token
also assists in setting the boundaries. These two elements –
the instruction text and the separator token – appear to be
sufficient for the model to pass this test.

Our findings also concur with the aforementioned results,
as we observe a substantial leap with the right configuration
(prior to ELECTRA’s 91.8%, scores on the WNLI dataset in
GLUE were hovering between 65-70%). In order to match up
with the English results, further enhancements are required.
This could be achieved by experimenting with various neural
models or by modifying the fine-tuning process and the
prompting environment.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the effectiveness of differ-
ent prompting techniques for fine-tuning huBERT on three
datasets of HuLU. We experimented with several types of
prompts, including conjunction phrases, question sentences,
and instruct texts. Our results demonstrate that prompting can
significantly improve the performance of huBERT on these
datasets.

Overall, our findings suggest that prompt engineering is
a promising area of research for improving the performance
of language models on specific tasks. By providing targeted
prompts that guide the generation of language, we can achieve
better results on tasks such as text classification and natural
language inference.

In our experiments, we found that the best results were
obtained adding instruction text and separator text as prompts.
This suggests that combining different types of prompts can
be an effective strategy for improving the performance of fine-
tuning language models on specific tasks.

Our study has several limitations that should be addressed in
future research. For example, we only investigated a limited set
of prompting techniques, and there may be other approaches
that are even more effective. Additionally, our study only
focused on three datasets of HuLU, and it is unclear how well
our findings generalize to other datasets and languages.

In the future, we plan to conduct experiments by fine-
tuning huBERT using Parameter-Efficient Fine-tuning tech-
niques (such as Lora [34], Prompt tuning [35], etc.). Addition-
ally, we aim to expand our research to include large language
models.

In conclusion, our study highlights the potential of prompt-
ing techniques for fine-tuning language models on specific
tasks. Further research is needed to explore the effectiveness
of different prompting strategies, experiments with fuzzy or
voting methods [36] and to investigate the generalizability of
our findings to other datasets and languages.
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